Riesling!

2020 Felsenberg Riesling GG – Schlossböckelheim
VDP.GROSSES GEWÄCHS
Our 2020 “Felsenberg GG” presents itself reductive with a unique individuality. Due to the spontaneous
fermentation in oak vats, the bouquet offers multilayered aromas reminding of smoke and wax. On the palate,
the wine presents an elegant structure with a vibrant acidity. The interaction of citric, fruity, and herbal
aromas, which are typical for this vineyard, result in a very complex wine with a long finish. The 2020
“Felsenberg GG” has a great aging potential.

The “Felsenberg GG“ is a variable food companion and works well with steamed, Mediterranean dishes or
grilled food with roasted flavors.

Origin: Our Felsenberg vineyard is located near Schlossböckelheim. It is situated in between the left shore of
the Nahe-River and rugged cliffs of volcanic melaphyre. Here, the valley widens and allows the evening sun to
shine onto the steep slopes of this parcel. This warmth and the emerging fog in autumn lead to a greenhouse
effect, which results in an extraordinary ripeness of the grapes and an elegant, fruity wine.

Classification
VDP.GROSSES GEWÄCHS®

Alcohol
12,5 %

Sweetness Level
Dry

Residual Sugar
1,6 g/l

Grape Varitey
Riesling

Acidity
7,4 g/l

Yield
30 hl/ha

Serving Temperature
8-12°C

Exposure
South

Optimal Drinking Maturity
Now – 2035

Soil
Melaphyre
Inclination
Steep Slope
Vinification
Combination of Stainless Steel Tanks
and Oak Vats
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Riesling!
Art. Nr.: 205213

AP- Nr. 775005302521

EAN 750 ml: 4035384521038

EAN 6x750 ml: 4035384521083
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